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Introduction to the Voter Guide
Church Voter Guides is an independent 508c1a faith-based nonprofit organization. We serve the public by providing
objective research and education on matters specifically of interest to Christians, primarily through the production
and distribution of 501c3-compliant, nonpartisan Voter Guides.
Church Voter Guides does not endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any political party.
We are based in Colorado Springs, and the April 2021 City Council election in our hometown was our inaugural project.
This new Voter Guide for the 2021 Pikes Peak Region School Board Elections is being distributed electronically only, both
through our interactive website and by downloadable and printable PDF files. We have produced one Voter Guide for
each school district that is: (1) conducting an election this year, and (2) for which at least one candidate in that election
answered our Questionnaire. Our Voter Guides are being promoted through a wide-ranging network of area churches,
faith-based non-profit organizations, mainstream and social media, and other means.
The purpose of our Voter Guides is to educate and inform voters of each candidate’s positions on a variety of policy
issues that they are likely to address if elected. As a Voter Guide designed to be distributed through Churches, we ask
the candidates questions on topics that are of utmost interest to the Christian voter.
How to Get the Most Benefit from this Voter Guide
The core information in this Voter Guide comes directly from the School Board candidates themselves. We asked them
questions, they answered (with a 120 word limit), and we have published their responses here. In order to understand
and utilize this information to the fullest, so that you may vote in the most informed way, we suggest the following:
1. Pray and ask the Almighty for discernment. The Kingdom of God is all about truth, while politics is a system
fraught with compromise. Make sure you consider the candidates’ answers with a Heavenly mindset.
2. Ask yourself, “Did the candidate actually answer the question, or rather side-step it, or give a fluff, wishy-washy,
and/or ‘political’ type answer that leaves you not really knowing where he/she truly stands on the issue?”
3. Learn more about the candidates in your school district, including their positions on issues we did not cover in our
Questionnaire, by visiting their official campaign websites (if they have one.) The website URL for each candidate
is listed in the Voter Guide.
4. Educate yourself more about the Christian/Biblical perspective regarding many of the subjects covered in our
Voter Guide by reading topical articles on our website: www.ChurchVoterGuides.org
5. Use search engines to find additional information about each candidate, including written articles and videos, other
voter guides, and even voting records for those who have served in public office before. You may even want to
watch online recordings of your local School Board meetings to see how incumbents conduct themselves and vote.
6. Reach out to the candidates themselves through the provided email addresses and other means, in order to ask
them questions of personal importance to you. Please make sure to show great respect toward each candidate
and his/her time, especially to those with whom you disagree. Running for office is hard, stressful, timeconsuming work, and these are your fellow citizens who have lives, families, jobs…and feelings (just like you!)
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What makes a Voter Guide 501c3 - compliant and Nonpartisan?
Federal tax law permits nonprofit 501c3 organizations to develop and distribute materials about political candidates’
positions on issues, in order to educate voters impartially and on a nonpartisan basis; meaning that it is free from
party affiliation, bias, or designation. The IRS states that 501c3 organizations may conduct any range of activities to
promote voter participation and educate voters so long as it is nonpartisan. But, 501c3 organizations are explicitly
prohibited from supporting or opposing candidates for public office.
Some of the activities 501c3 nonprofits MAY perform: Conduct or promote voter registration; educate voters on the
voting process; distribute nonpartisan sample ballots, candidate questionnaires, and voter guides; organize get-outthe-vote activities; encourage and help people to vote; educate the candidates on issues important to their
organization; and continue to do issue advocacy during an election.
So, first and foremost: Church Voter Guides does NOT endorse or oppose any candidates for public office or any
political party.
Second, all of our staff and volunteers are required to act in a nonpartisan manner when working for or representing
the organization and the creation of the Voter Guide.
Third, we do not edit, revise, or editorialize candidate responses to our Questionnaire. We do not even correct
typos. Candidate answers are published verbatim, ensuring that their responses accurately represent their positions
and perspectives on these issues. We then simply share this information through the Voter Guide, and you decide
whom you believe to be the best candidate.
To be fair and impartial, we reached out by email, text, and phone when determined necessary, to all registered
candidates running for School Board throughout El Paso County and Woodland Park for their 2021 District Elections,
inviting them to answer our Questionnaire. Candidate information is presented in alphabetical order by last name. If
a Candidate did not respond at all, or did not choose to participate, or did not choose to respond to certain answers
in the Questionnaire, then that is noted where applicable. If there were not enough candidates running for a specific
school district for that district to conduct an election, then we did not produce a Voter Guide for that district. If in a
specific school district none of the candidates running for election answered our Questionnaire, then we did not
produce a Voter Guide for that district.
_____________________________________

Join Our Growing Grassroots Coalition of Citizens, Churches/Nonprofit Organizations,
and Media Partners Committed to Promoting the Voter Guide throughout Our Region
Let’s get the word out!
It’s simple. Just share our website URL all around the Pikes Peak region:

www.ChurchVoterGuides.org
Tell your friends and neighbors. Post on social media. And ask your Pastors to promote it to your congregation
(we’ll even provide you/them with the announcement info and the PowerPoint promo slide, ‘cause this is how we roll!)
Please contact us for any reason, we’d love to colabor with you: Info@ChurchVoterGuides.org
The “Small Print”: The information contained in this document is being provided for informational purposes only. It was obtained directly from
candidates and other sources, and we have done our best to convey it to you accurately, but nothing herein has been “fact checked”. Utilize this
Voter Guide at your own discretion. We take no responsibility for the factual nature of the content, or for publishing errors, etc. To the best of
our knowledge, this Voter Guide is 501c3-compliant and officially nonpartisan, and thereby it does not support or oppose any candidate.
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Pikes Peak Region 2021 School Board Elections Voter Guide

D12 - Cheyenne Mountain

District 12 Candidates
(in alphabetical order)

Candidate
Chose
Not
to
Participate
Mark Alanis

Candidate
Did
Not
Provide
Photo
Lynne Stadjuhar Platt

Candidate
Did
Not
Respond
Randy Case

Mary Louise Fiddler

Candidate
Did
Not
Respond
Nissa Steinhour

Rae Ann Weber
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Pikes Peak Region 2021 School Board Elections Voter Guide | D12 - Cheyenne Mountain | Mark Alanis

OBGYNHORN@yahoo.com

_
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Candidate did not confirm receipt of our Questionnaire, though we sought
to contact him multiple times and by various methods. Therefore, we do
not know if the Candidate is even aware of the opportunity to participate
in the Voter Guide, or whether he is aware and did not choose to
participate.

RWCase@crlr.net

_
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Candidate Information
Campaign Website URL:

www.MaryLouiseFiddler4D12.com

Email Address:

MaryLouiseFiddler_for_D12@protonmail.com

Occupation/Vocation:

Prior to becoming a stay at home mom, I had
an 18 year career in the field of drug and
alcohol recovery

Resident of the Pikes Peak Region:

5 years

Experience: If you are elected, what experience (personal, professional, other) do you bring that will
benefit your school district?
As co-founder of a non-profit drug & alcohol treatment center, I was a strong administrator who
developed program guidelines, approved curriculum, wrote funding proposals, created client specific
treatment plans, supervised staff and collaborated with various law enforcement & social service
agencies. As a certified Drug and Alcohol Counselor, I was skilled in crisis management, conflict
resolution and recognizing at risk social & behavioral patterns. The most rewarding part of the work I
did was helping individuals go from crisis to stabilization. I was able to work with them in developing
critical thinking skills, creating personal action plans, then supporting them as they implemented new,
healthy behaviors into everyday life.
_
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Vision: What is your vision for education in our community?
My vision is to ensure that parental values stay in the forefront of the education system and that
parental authority remains in the PARENTS hands. I want to set clear boundaries regarding
administrators and teachers and their role in the lives of the children they teach. When it comes to
curriculum, I believe it is essential to ensure that children develop love of country, responsibility in
civics, a strong understanding of government structure and that they appreciate the uniqueness of the
Constitution and the value that it holds for EVERY American.

Biggest Problem/Solution: What is the biggest problem facing your school district? What is your
plan to address it?
The biggest problem in our district is LACK OF TRUST. Over the past year and a half, we have been
bombarded with ideas, methods & solutions that have been given to us by government professionals
and experts. These governmental solutions have been disastrous at every turn. Americans (parents)
are tired of governmental entities telling us what is best for us. The school setting is a microcosm of
governmental structure and with the exposing of Marxist and socialist ideologies creeping into the
school systems across the nation, parents are rightfully concerned. They are being proactive in making
sure that school boards, administrators and teachers are transparent in what they are teaching our
young people. I support that effort.

Budget/Financial Role: What role do school board members play regarding the federal, state, and
local funding for your school district? What is the per-pupil funding structure of your school district
and would you seek to reprioritize it? If so, how?
My goals in school funding are simple. They are to put the focus on reducing center office bureaucracy,
increasing classical teacher trainings, investing in values-based curriculum, and reducing class size
whenever possible.

_
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CRT: What is your definition of CRT (Critical Race Theory)? Do you support its teaching in your
school district? Why or why not?
CRT at its core is divisive. It separated people into groups that are then pitted against each other. These
are classic Marxism ideas that lead to the promotion of socialism and communism. These concepts are
incompatible with the freedoms that come from the Constitution, and they undermine the foundation
of our democracy.

Sex Ed: Do you support comprehensive sexual education, including details of LGBTQ sexual
relationships, being taught in public schools K-12? Why or why not?
It is imperative that we protect innocent children from early sexualization. Comprehensive sex
education promises age-appropriate programming for grades K-12. This is an overt effort to expose our
children to topics that have no business in the education system. These ideas are being introduced
early, in order to condition and desensitize our children, making them vulnerable to activist ideologies.

Parental Role: What role do you believe parents play in a student's education? Do you support
parental opt-out options for more than just sexuality education? If so, for what?
Considering the extreme views being imposed on school systems across the nation, particularly
regarding CRT and comprehensive sex education, it is vital that parents activate, speak out and become
involved in the direction of our education system. It is essential that their values are considered when
choosing curriculum, implementing enhancement programs and conducting teacher training, all of
which will influence our children.

COVID-19 Protocols: Do you have concerns about COVID-19 vaccination requirements, mask
mandates, and/or quarantines? If so, what are they?
Considering my personal experience at D12, where Cheyenne Mtn. School District forced a mask
mandate on our students 1 day prior to school starting, I am indeed concerned about MANDATES (of
any kind). Our children are being forced, against their will, to be masked. There are no valid
“exemptions” available to us. Medical and/or religious exemptions are not “accepted” by school
administration, and they will not “allow” our children to be free of facial coverings when attending
school. I suspect, vaccine mandates are not far behind unless we push back strongly on this agenda.
Parents are being controlled, manipulated, coerced, and held hostage as their children’s academic,
athletic and social experiences are contingent on obedience to unconstitutional mandates.
_
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Candidate
Did
Not
Provide
Photo

Candidate Information
Email Address:

lynne@tm-7.com

Occupation/Vocation:

Attorney

Resident of the Pikes Peak Region:

28 total, grew up in District 12, moved to
Denver/Boulder for school and early
professional life, moved back in 2013.

Experience: If you are elected, what experience (personal, professional, other) do you bring that will
benefit your school district?
I am a practicing transactional attorney with an MBA, I have served on the board of directors of a local
manufacturing company for the last 10 years and I have been an involved volunteer for the district for
the last 8 years. I understand the law but my professional experience has made me and expert at
compromise which our district desperately needs.

_
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Vision: What is your vision for education in our community?
Cheyenne Mountain is synonymous with excellence or at least it used to be. Over the last several years
the quality of education has taken a back seat to outside stakeholders and state politics. Our District
needs to refocus back on our District and educating our kids to the best of our ability.

Biggest Problem/Solution: What is the biggest problem facing your school district? What is your
plan to address it?
The biggest problem in our District is a school board who does not listen to the parents or students and
makes decisions based on outside influences as opposed to doing the job of educating our kids. The
board has spent so much time addressing the political hot buttons of the day that they have failed to
see declining test scores and mental health among our students. We need transparency, accountability
and to see results.

Budget/Financial Role: What role do school board members play regarding the federal, state, and
local funding for your school district? What is the per-pupil funding structure of your school district
and would you seek to reprioritize it? If so, how?
The Board reviews expenses and budgets for the district in a very high level way. The per pupil funding
is approximately $12,500 per pupil. District 12 pays a large portion of their funding to support services
which may be high comparatively. That is something that should be reviewed.

CRT: What is your definition of CRT (Critical Race Theory)? Do you support its teaching in your
school district? Why or why not?
CRT is the theory that there is systemic racism in the United States and that by being born a person is
automatically racist. I do not support teaching CRT in our District in any way as I believe it is
discriminatory.

_
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Sex Ed: Do you support comprehensive sexual education, including details of LGBTQ sexual
relationships, being taught in public schools K-12? Why or why not?
I support the teaching of reproductive science at the proper age with parental permission. I do not
believe the teaching of alternative lifestyles is something that should be taught at school. that is
something that should only be addressed by the family until the child is an adult.

Parental Role: What role do you believe parents play in a student's education? Do you support
parental opt-out options for more than just sexuality education? If so, for what?
The parents are the decision makers for their children, and should be fully involved in their education.
I may support opt-outs but I would need to see the opt out before opining further.

COVID-19 Protocols: Do you have concerns about COVID-19 vaccination requirements, mask
mandates, and/or quarantines? If so, what are they?
I have lots of concerns about mask mandates, I do not believe our children should be masked at school,
nor should we be masking teachers. School is for education and they cannot learn with half of their
faces covered and half of their teacher's faces covered. European countries are not masking children
in an education setting so we should not either. Vaccines should be a choice. I would prefer quarantines
to going to school in a mask.

_
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Pikes Peak Region 2021 School Board Elections Voter Guide | D12 - Cheyenne Mountain | Nissa Steinhour

Candidate did not confirm receipt of our Questionnaire, though we sought
to contact her multiple times and by various methods. Therefore, we do
not know if the Candidate is even aware of the opportunity to participate
in the Voter Guide, or whether she is aware and did not choose to
participate.

NissaJune@gmail.com

_
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Candidate Information
Campaign Website URL:

https://www.Vote4RaeAnn.com

Email Address:

Dr.RaeAnn4D12@gmail.com

Occupation/Vocation:

Family Practice Doctor

Military Background:

Disabled Veteran

Resident of the Pikes Peak Region:

9 years

Experience: If you are elected, what experience (personal, professional, other) do you bring that will
benefit your school district?
I am a veteran, business owner, doctor and mother. These experiences have provided me with a solid
foundation of skills required for leadership.

Vision: What is your vision for education in our community?
My vision is for our school district to put the power back in the parents hands. Parents know what is
best for their child and their wishes for their children should be honored above all.
_
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Biggest Problem/Solution: What is the biggest problem facing your school district? What is your
plan to address it?
The issues facing Cheyenne Mountain School District boil down to a lack of American Values. Parents
are no longer the sole decision maker in their children's lives at school; children are no longer learning
their civic duties and are instead taught Critical Race Theory. My plan is to talk to the parents and get
them involved in their children's curriculum and future. We need to take back the power over our
children and their education.

Budget/Financial Role: What role do school board members play regarding the federal, state, and
local funding for your school district? What is the per-pupil funding structure of your school district
and would you seek to reprioritize it? If so, how?
It is important to recognize the consequences of accepting contracts and money from people whose
values do not align with that of District 12 parents. This takes the power away from the parents and
gives it to the government. I want to put that power back into the parent's hands so that they have
more say and involvement in the policies and education impacting their children at school.

CRT: What is your definition of CRT (Critical Race Theory)? Do you support its teaching in your
school district? Why or why not?
CRT has a single purpose of indoctrination of our most impressionable minds against American Values
and capitalism.

Sex Ed: Do you support comprehensive sexual education, including details of LGBTQ sexual
relationships, being taught in public schools K-12? Why or why not?
Parents should be able to opt-in or opt-out of any subject or policy as they see fit for their child.
Controversial and sensitive topics should be reserved for discussion in the home.

_
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Parental Role: What role do you believe parents play in a student's education? Do you support
parental opt-out options for more than just sexuality education? If so, for what?
Parents play a huge, if not the greatest, role in their students education

COVID-19 Protocols: Do you have concerns about COVID-19 vaccination requirements, mask
mandates, and/or quarantines? If so, what are they?
As a doctor and mother I have done my research and I have made a decision about what is best for my
children. I want other parents to be able to do the same for their children without the school or
government telling them otherwise.

_
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Church Voter Guides Sponsors
Thank You to All of Our Volunteers, Sponsors, and Media Partners who Helped Produce and Promote this Voter Guide!

Comprehensive Campaign Training
with a Biblical Worldview
for Current and Prospective Candidates, Campaign Consultants and Managers,
Candidate Families, Pastors, Campaign Volunteers, and All Citizens
who Wish to Serve Our Nation by Glorifying God through Government

Winning Back America …
One Candidate at a Time !

Instructed by Pastor and Former
U.S. Congressman Bill Redmond

change the world

EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO
THEROADCS

TheRoad.org Info@TheRoad.org (719) 598-5086
The Road Podcast with Steve Holt
2025 Parliament Dr. Colo. Springs CO 80920
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Church Voter Guides Media Partners
Thank You to All of Our Volunteers, Sponsors, and Media Partners who Helped Produce and Promote this Voter Guide!
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Notes
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